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Review on the PhD thesis: 

Correlation of thermoanalytical data with primary properties of humified substrata“  

by Jiri Kislinger 

 

Humic substances and soil organic matter (SOM) play a large role for water storage and 

sorption of organic and inorganic compounds in soil and they act as habitat and nutrient 

reservoir for soil organisms and soil microorganisms. Although numerous attempts have 

been undergone to understand the structure and functioning of soil organic matter, many 

questions with respect to the ecological functions of SOM have not yet been answered 

satisfactorily until now. One possible reason is the huge complexity and heterogeneity of 

SOM.  Thermal analysis is a promising method with a still large potential of intelligent ap-

plications to explore the ecological potential of soil organic matter.  

The central hypothesis underlying the PhD thesis by Mr Kislinger has first been published 

by Christian Siewert and addresses the relation between thermal weight loss characteris-
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tics upon combustion and the biological activity in terms of soil respiration. Mr Kislinger 

has investigated this hypothesis with a larger and more detailed set of thermoanalytical 

experiments and combines the analysis with 13C liquid NMR spectra. He investigates hu-

mic compounds and soil organic matter from whole soil samples. 

The objective of Mr Kislinger was „to shed light on the processes of thermo-oxidative deg-

radation of humified pool of natural organic matter [...]“ and to relate thermogravimetric 

weight losses with biological stability in order to find out which TGA-detectable processes 

may occur during soil respiration. 

Mr Kislinger concludes to the following main findings of his thesis: The combustion proc-

ess of the humic substances investigated in his thesis showed some rather nonlinear cor-

relations between thermokinetic-thermoanalytical parameters and aromatic and carboxylic 

carbon content determined by liquid state 13C NMR spectroscopy. Surprisingly, humic 

substances do not show correlations as clear as soil samples. As shown by Siewert, Mr 

Kislinger found strong correlations between biological respiration rates and TGA weight 

losses, where hydration has to be assumed to play a central role for both thermal and bio-

logical stability. 

In total, the thesis of Mr Kislinger is well-written, with an extensive introductory state of the 

art, where he summarizes the most common concepts of thermal analysis generally and 

with respect to soil analysis. In comparison to this chapter, the results & discussion part is, 

however, relatively short. Mr Kislinger shows some new examples of application of thermal 

analysis and investigates the relevance of kinetic models in the thermograms for humic 

substances. In the second part, he focuses on soil samples and he describes and dis-

cusses potential relations between thermogravimetric data and soil respiration for several 

soil samples covering a wide range of properties. In the text, I miss a straight forward de-

scription of results and a comparison between the different samples comprehensible for 
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external readers. Although numerous results are shown, the main messages could have 

been worked out more clearly in a stronger structured text, and I would have expected a 

clearer description of results and a more structured argumentation which is also traceable 

for external readers not familiar with the work.  

Both parts of the results sections are discussed separately from each other, and the rela-

tion between them remain unclear as well as the reason why the two chapters address 

both different samples and different approaches. This approach is challenging with respect 

to demonstrating and tracing the central theme. Indeed, it has not become clear to me why 

Mr Kislinger applied these two approaches and what is the benefit of each. In addition to 

the methodical conclusions, I would have expected some final ideas and concepts of the 

ecological functioning of SOM, the differences between humic compounds and soil organic 

matter and potential explanations for the differences found in this study, as well as the re-

lation and the differences between the soil samples and which conclusions have been 

drawn on the ecological relevance and stability of SOM in the different soil samples. 

Despite these partly technical, partly scientific restriction, the whole thesis demonstrates 

methodical quality and a sound experimental and evaluation conception. Therefore, the 

thesis can in my eyes be accepted as PhD thesis.  

In total, I would assess the PhD thesis with the grade „good“. 
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